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About This Game

Beach Rules will test your memory, visual agility and reflex through various tests. Keep the beach in order and compete in
different events and mini-games!

 FEATURES

 8 mini games to play against the machine

 3 special events: "Scouring the beach", "RCP" and "CleanBot, beach-cleaner"

 Improve your beach at the end of each round

 Replay value. Make this summer last forever

 Special soundtrack

 "Kawaii" pixel art design
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Release Date: 4 Jan, 2018
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I first played it when i was 14. this game was one of my fav. Now as the gaming industry just grown awesome this game dosen't
keep me playing again and agin. But for a game in 2004, Thq really did a nice job with this one and i am hoping the "DEEP
DESCENT" to be an amazing underwater game like this one in 2004. Not even translated. The game is completely extremely
buggy and crashes so often that it's completely unplayable. I loaded it up and was able to play it for a few minutes but the
textures were all glitched out and I couldn't see anything. Don't buy this.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665game. Enermy got
many mana surge but hero not have . Need to purchase to win on next stage. Simply o-r-g-a-s-m-i-c... though less than the first
one.

Chime Sharp is a puzzle-music game. You have to cover a surface with blocks, so that a "quad" (generally when you have at
least 3x3) can be formed and expanded. Once it's over, the quad disappear during the next passage of the beat, letting parts of
the blocks used on the grid. And after a moment, they'll glow if unused and you'll loose the multiplier and the unused stuff.

It's hard to explain the game. Anyway, Chime Sharp comes with other modes, very interesting, like the one with lives (you're
loosing one for each unused part after the last chance to use them). And as usual, the music is well chosen.

If the first game was in 2D, here, it's more like a 2.5 D.

Well, I'm still waiting for a real WOW for the music, for now, it's nice but nothing is compared when I heard For Silence in the
first game.

Yeah, 20 bucks is high. I admit, I wasn't really happy about the price. But if this can help them to improve, I didn't hesitate.

So, yeah. Simple o-r-g-a-s-m-i-c. Gonna rewrite my review of Chime: I need to add a \u00b2 or a x2 :p.
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This is what it's all about! This might be my new favorite developer. What a fun game!

Let's get it on the PS4 immediately! I demand it.. Judith is Shane's Daughter

Wait XD. So basically, I was playing this game and my dad said to me "Hey son, is that one of those adventure games?" and I
replied saying it was, naturally. Anyway, a few hours pass and he walks in and, being the 2d life person I am, he sees one of the
H scenes. At that moment, any form of dignity I had left dissapeared off and was replaced by dissapointment. He proceeded to
pull out his belt and begin hitting me with it. "No daddy, please no." I cried, but it was no use, I was now a dissapointment.

Oh and there are achievements for seeing the various sex scenes, with the H patch of course.
Oh and there are Nuns. ;). I rate games by value for money.

This game is worth \u00a32

As a 4x veteran, I do like games that try to do something different in the genre, so was intigued by this games 'media
manipulation' aspect.

Sadly, the game that has been pasted on to that idea isn't very good. It's an extremely light Galactic Civilizations clone, and isn't
all that interesting for it.

Worth picking up for peanuts, but nothing more.. It's an easy-to-learn game of inverting colors and overlapping shapes; nothing
graphically fancy, but it's decent for what it is. It has its obviously simple moments and its head-scratching moments, yet I found
myself enjoying it, as I do with most of these less-than-a-dollar games.

One complaint I should address is the annoying sound effects. I suggest you turn those off to keep from losing concentration.
There is also a bug in which nothing happens after completing the final puzzle. You need to "esc" the game in order to leave.
Fortunately, it should still give you the final acheivement.

All-in-all, it's an okay game if your looking for something challeging, but not too ground-breaking.

. Excellent game! I can't wait to see the French army and hopefully the Ottomans too. The one thing I wish is that the tanks had
icons, sometimes it's hard to find my tanks among ambient destroyed tanks.. Awesome idea! Love the financial support of the
creator community.
The game is also quite fun and cute!. completey broken game, won't even start, just constantly loading, then freezes my
computer, sometimes messed up my entire pc, had to restart it after (won't exit the loading). Stay away from this horrible
software.. Would be nice to have cloud support so I can swap between computers when I need to. Otherwise, not a bad classic
RPG, feeks reniniscent of Dragon Warrior/Quest but a bit more difficult in parts.. Maybe I am missing something in this game,
but I have never been so frustrated at a game like this one. My citizens are unhappy because they simply feel like it. No one is
buying goods, with no reason to why they are not. I have shops coming out from my behind, all fully stock. I have plenty of
food, till my nobles start to refuse to buy goods, then start leaving, which then takes away my farmers, which then takes away
from the rest of my society. I can't seem to find any useful information about the game online or have the ability to force my
citizens into action. I'm on the verge of quitting the game. Would not recommend to anyone.
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